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ABSTRACT
Effect of Indentation on Sandwich Composite Structure Mechanical Behavior
Marius Viktor Jatulis

Composite sandwich structures are prevalent in engineering applications where
high strength to weight ratios are critical. A composite sandwich includes the
addition of a core material between two composite face sheets to increase
ultimate stress in compression and bending loading cases. The performance of
many composite sandwich structure configurations is well understood in the
undamaged case. This analysis examines a type of damage, low velocity
indentation, and determines the effect on mechanical behavior. The scope of the
analysis includes manufacturing sandwich composite structures, creating
indentation in the composite, and testing the sandwich composite structure. The
mechanical behavior of the composite sandwich structures is characterized
through ASTM C364 test standard for compressive strength and ASTM C393
standard test standard for flexural properties of sandwich constructions. The
experiment is conducted with varied indentation depth, core materials, composite
sandwich thickness, and composite face sheet thickness. The findings are
compared to control specimens and used to determine the effect of indentation
depth and create a relationship for the mechanical performance of indented
sandwich composites.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In this chapter, the scope of the thesis is presented. Parts of a composite
sandwich structure are outlined and a brief overview of their anatomy, strengths,
and applications is presented. The motivation for the thesis is presented as well
as the goals and analyses performed.

1.1 Background
Composite sandwich structures are prevalent in aerospace, marine, and
automotive applications where high strength to weight ratios are required. The
basic construction of a sandwich composite consists of face sheets bonded to a
core material. The face sheet is the dominant load bearing material. The purpose
of the core is to provide separation between the two face sheets, thus increasing
the moment of inertia of the structure and providing greater strength in bending
load cases1. The addition of the core allows for minimization of the amount of
material needed, while also resulting in the least weight and cost by consisting of
a low-density core material between two face sheets with a high modulus of
elasticity2.
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Figure 1. Anatomy of a Sandwich Composite1

1.2 Composite Anatomy
A composite consists of two or more materials joined together to result in better
properties than a single material alone. In a composite material, each material
retains its individual chemical, physical, and mechanical properties. A composite
is composed of a matrix and a reinforcement. The reinforcement is usually
stronger and stiffer than the matrix and provides most of the overall strength of
the composite. The reinforcement is usually a fiber or particulate. Particulate
composites are weaker and usually contain a smaller amount of the
reinforcement when compared to fibrous composites. The particulate
reinforcement is approximately symmetrical in all axes, whereas fibrous
composites are much longer than their diameter. The length to diameter ratio is
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called the aspect ratio. Continuous fibers have long aspect ratios, while
discontinuous fibers have low aspect ratios. Discontinuous fibers have random
direction in the composite material, while continuous fibers are usually arranged
in a way so that the length is running in the same direction as the greatest
loading1.

Figure 2. Examples of Continuous and Discontinuous Fibers1
The filament wound fibers are a special case of continuous fibers because are
woven to fit a desired shape around a mandrel. Generally, the smaller the
diameter of fiber in a continuous composite, the more fibers can be packed into
the structure resulting in a greater overall strength and stiffness. Smaller
diameter fibers also have greater forming ability and can shape to fill tight bends
3

easier, but cost is greater and there is a practical lower limit the fibers can reach
in order to still remain manufacturable without highly specialized tools and layup
techniques. The continuous matrix binds to the reinforcement and is usually a
polymer, metal, or ceramic. Polymers have low strength and stiffness, metals
have greater strength and stiffness, and ceramics have the highest strength and
stiffness, but are very brittle. The matrix serves to keep the fibers in the desired
orientation and protecting them from the surroundings. Metal and Ceramic matrix
composites usually require much higher pressures for manufacture, so they are
much more costly but also perform better at higher temperatures.

Figure 3. Relative Strengths of Reinforcements1

4

The randomly aligned fibers have the lowest strength, and also the lowest overall
cost. The continuously aligned fibers have the highest strength in the direction of
the fibers. The cutoff line at 70% represents the greatest percentage of fibers that
can be used in a composite compared to the matrix. After 70%, all of the fibers
are not completely saturated with the matrix and properties deteriorate1. In the
composite, the fiber and the matrix have very different material properties on
their own, as shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Stress vs. Strain for Individual Components of a Composite3
The fiber is able to withstand much more stress than the matrix and has relatively
low elongation3. The matrix has low stiffness and ultimate tensile stress, but it
can deform to higher percent elongation than the fiber alone. Together, there is a
compromise in the overall stress the fiber can take, but without the matrix there
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would be nothing aligning or protecting the fibers and the structure would fail
much earlier than the maximum stress.
An important consideration with composite materials is the loading case and
direction of applied force. Composite materials can be isotropic or orthotropic,
transversely isotropic, or anisotropic.
Isotropic materials have the consistent mechanical and thermal properties in
every direction. They are uniform materials with an infinite number of planes of
symmetry. As a result, they are equally as strong loaded in the vertical direction
as the radial direction. The opposite of isotropic materials, anisotropic materials
have properties that change in different directions.
Orthotropic materials have properties which at a point differ along three mutually
perpendicular axes. In a transversely isotropic material, there is an axis of
symmetry defined as a direction with respect to which the material has identical
properties in addition to three planes of symmetry. Unidirectional woven fibers
are transversely orthotropic4.

1.3 Thermoset Composites vs Thermoplastic Composites
Both thermoset and thermoplastic composites can be used with discontinuous
and continuous fiber reinforcement. Thermoset composites are permanently
formed once cured. They cannot be reformed. Thermoplastic composites can be
reheated and remolded and maintain properties once cured. There are also
differences in how the composites are manufactured. Both thermoset and
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thermoplastic can be injection molded and compression molded. They can also
be layed up using wet matrix. Thermoset composites can be manufactured using
liquid molding, spray-up, filament winding, and Pultrusion. Thermoplastic
composites can be manufactured using thermoforming in addition to the
techniques mentioned before5. With aligned fiber composites, the consistency of
fibers in the direction of load is important, as shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Ply Angle Strength Effect1
At 30 degrees, the structure has less than 20% of the strength of a structure with
fibers 0 degrees displaced from the direction of load1.
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1.4 Sandwich Composite Structures
The subset of composite materials studied in this thesis is sandwich composite
structures. The sandwich composite consists of two composite skins and a core.
The thickness of the core is much greater than the thickness of the skins. Due to
the core material creating a spatial structure, sandwich composites act as better
thermal insulators than non-sandwich composites.
Table 1. Stiffness and Strength Comparison of Solid and Sandwich
Constructions1

Due to moment of inertia quickly increasing with increase in thickness, sandwich
structures have far higher stiffness and flexural strength than the non-sandwich
counterpart composed of the same material. Similar to an I-beam, sandwich
structures have two face sheets that carry tension and compression loads and a
core that carries shear loading1.
8

Typical face sheet materials are aluminum, glass aramid, and carbon. A layer of
film adhesive bonds the face sheet to the core. Typical core materials are
aluminum or aramid paper honeycomb, and vinyl or polyurethane foam. The
sandwich composite structure’s rigidity can be tailored for specific design
demands by the choice of core. The honeycomb core is commonly used in
aerospace industries, and is core choice for flooring in most military and
commercial aircraft6. Figure 6 provides an idea of the tradeoffs of core materials
including aluminum honeycomb, Nomex honeycomb, fiberglass honeycomb, and
PVC foam1.
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Figure 6. Strength and Stiffness of Core Materials1

1.5 Examples and Applications
Composites are advantageous in any situation where high strength to weight is
required. Composites also allow for a wide variety of unconventionally shaped
parts to be manufactured in a quick and lower cost way than material removal
processes. Composites provide corrosion resistance and can perform in extreme
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environments such as in space where materials are subjected to very cold and
very hot temperatures.
Examples of common composites include concrete, paper mache, and plywood.
These are all structural composites, there are also different glass composites
specifically for electrical applications, acid resistance, and various chemical
resistances.

1.6 Motivation
Sandwich composite structures are prevalent in aerospace applications and are
used in load critical applications such as aircraft wings and control surfaces.
These surfaces are exposed and subject to damage from impact, environmental
effects, and misuse. Common causes of damage are hail, debris, and error
during maintenance.
Because composite materials are not easily repaired, it is important to
understand the effect of damage to the load carrying capabilities of a composite.
Inspecting for damage and determining what level of damage is unacceptable is
vital for determining when composites are no longer capable of withstanding
design load conditions and should be retired or replaced. This is fundamental in
avoiding catastrophic failure during use.
The goal of this thesis is to examine the effects of varied indentation depth on
sandwich composite structures with varied face sheet thickness and core
material. By examining the effect of an indentation on the stiffness and ultimate
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load carried, it can be determined which indentations and face sheet thicknesses
deem a structure no longer usable and which still maintain structural integrity.

1.7 Thesis Objective
The primary goal of this thesis is to understand the effect of an indentation on the
performance of a sandwich composite structure. This will be accomplished by
analyzing the stiffness, maximum load, ultimate stress, and failure mode of
sandwich composite structures with and without indentation. Various sandwich
composite structures are analyzed to better understand the effect of indentation.

The aspects of the sandwich composite structure analyzed in this thesis include:
1. Honeycomb and foam core material
2. Inclusion and omission of adhesive layer
3. Face sheet thickness

The damage analyzed in this thesis, in the form of indentation includes:
1. Varied indentation depth
2. Bag side and mold side indentation

From varying these parameters and testing indented specimens and control
specimens, a relationship between indentation and ultimate load will be
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determined. The effects of indentions on various core materials and various face
sheet thickness are examined.
The goal of this type of indentation is to create indentation that mimics a wide
variety of damage found in real world applications. In a study discussed in detail
in the Literature Review section by Alan T. Nettles and Michael J. Douglas,
comparing effects of low velocity impact and quasi-static indentation, the results
were similar7. For low velocity impact, strain rate and wave propagation in
composite sandwiches is negligible8. This means the analyses performed using
quasi-static techniques is applicable to low velocity impacts. For high velocity
impacts, shock is a prominent factor and quasi-static indentation does not cause
comparable damage.
Given the equipment found in the Cal Poly Composites Lab, quasi-static
indentation using the Instron testing frame will provide depth control and results
that are applicable for both low velocity as well as quasi-static indentation.
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW
Published papers have studied the development of indentation on composite
panels. They have examined the strains developed, force required to create
permanent plastic deformation, and other effects surrounding indentation. This
thesis extends the area of focus to mechanical behavior after an indentation is
present.

2.1 A Comparison of Quasi-Static Indentation Testing to Low Velocity
Impact Testing - A. Nettles and M. Douglas
The purpose of this study was to examine indentation caused by a hemispherical
indenter on a carbon fiber composite laminate in prepreg form though both dropweight impact testing and quasistatic indenting using a hydraulic load frame. The
drop weight impact events lasted 6-10 milliseconds, while the quasistatic loading
performed though the hydraulic load frame was controlled at rates of 0.02 mm/s
and 0.42 mm/s. Both internal and external damage was assessed after
indentation testing. From the load vs. deflection data shown in Figure 7, there is
agreement with static and impact testing resulting in the same relationship.
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Figure 7. Quasistatic and Impact Load Deflection Comparison 7
The authors note there is inherent scatter in both types of tests, however there is
no distinct trend difference between the two testing methods. The authors
concluded that quasistatic indentation tests can be used to represent low velocity
impact events7.

2.2 Indentation Study of Foam Core Sandwich Composite Panels -V. Rizov,
A. Shipsha, D. Zenkert
This study examined composite sandwich structures consisting of glass fiber
reinforced face sheets and foam core. The goal was to obtain the loaddisplacement response experimentally and then model this behavior in ABAQUS.
The specimens were manufactured with (0°/90°, ±45°)2S face sheet stacking
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sequence and WF51 foam core. The specimens were cut to 180x250 mm and
indented with a 25 mm hemispherical indenter loaded in an Instron universal
testing machine. The loading rate was 2 mm/min and unloaded at 20 mm/min.
The maximum dent was measured using the machine displacement and the
residual dent was measured by sliding a dial gauge over the area of applied
indentation. The load vs. deflection curves are shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8. Load vs. Indentation from Experimental Test and Finite Element
Modeling9
At higher deflection, the composite sandwich has residual indention less than the
maximum. The authors noted the plastic response of foam material differs greatly
due to the compaction of foam. The buckling, breaking, and yielding of foam cell
16

walls means the classical plastic compressibility models are not valid. The
modeling assumed elastic quasi-isotropic face sheet material. The core material
was modelled using crushable foam and crushable foam hardening options in
ABAQUS. Because of large deformations and residual damage, the analysis
performed was nonlinear.
The finite element simulation results closely aligned with experimental in the
initial low indentation. At large indentations, the numerical results overestimated
the stiffness. The authors reasoned this discrepancy is resulting from the model
not including damage or fracture in the face sheet. From the experimental
observations, noise occurs at large indentations which means the face sheet is
experiencing delamination and cracking. Introducing fracture modelling was
outside of the scope of this paper.
The modeling concluded the area of plastic deformation expands radially initially.
Once the face sheet can no longer distribute load radially, the plastic affected
zone grows down deeper into the core. The finite model was able to closely
predict the immediate dent magnitude but did not predict the residual dent
magnitude accurately. The residual dents are compared in Figure 9.
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Figure 9. Residual Indent Experimental and Finite Element Results9
The authors concluded that an extensive creep response occurred with
indentation of foam core and glass fiber face sheet sandwich panels. The authors
concluded the residual dent will play an important role in the load-bearing
capacity of sandwich panels. In order to accurately model the load bearing
capabilities of a sandwich panel post-indentation, a further 3D finite element
model must be worked out9.
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2.3 Quasi-static Indentation and Low Velocity Impact on Polymeric Foams
and CFRP Sandwich Panels with Polymeric Foam Cores - E.A. FloresJohnson, Q.M. Li
This research paper examines indentation using quasi-static technique with a
variety of impactor shapes. In low velocity impacts, strain rate and wave
propagation affects are largely negligible. Thus quasi-static indentation is valid.
Sandwich composite structures with polymethacrylimide (PMI) foam core and
plain weave carbon fiber face sheets were indented with varying indenter nose
shape.
It was found that for a hemi-spherical indenter, the load – indentation curve was
linear for small indentations and then showed non-linear behavior for high levels
of indentation.
The study examined indenter nose shapes of conical, conical-truncated, flat, and
hemi-spherical. Table 2 shows all the geometries tested in this paper.
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Table 2. Indenter Geometry10

The face sheets consisted of plain weave carbon fiber. Shown in Table 3 are the
specific material properties of the face sheet.
Table 3. Face Sheet Material Properties10

The load was then applied through a 200 kN load cell Instron testing frame at a
nominal strain-rate of 1.54 x10-3 s-1. The resulting Force vs. Indentation depth
plot is shown in Figure 10.
From Figure 10, the most applicable results are Indenter #5, 6, and 7. These are
hemispherical profile indenters of the same type used in this thesis. The results
from the study determined that indenters with smaller area had less force to
20

cause indentation and caused perforation of the face sheet initially without much
crushing of the core. Smaller indenters caused cracks aligned with the fiber
direction that grew as indentation depth increased. For the larger indenters with
flat faces, failure occurred in the 4.5 to 6mm indentation range.

Figure 10. Force vs. Indentation Result for All Indentation Geometries10
Also discovered was the effect of constraint. If the panel was unconstrained
during indentation, the local damage was less significant, and the panel
experienced global bending. For panels held with a clamping fixture during
indentation, the damage area was smaller and more concentrated. If a panel is
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constrained, it is less likely to experience widespread damage. The constraint on
the panel has a large effect on type of damage10.

2.4 Test Standards
To characterize the performance of the sandwich composite specimens in a
repeatable way, the ASTM provides test standards for composite sandwich
structures. Applicable test standards regarding face sheet tensile test, sandwich
compression test, and sandwich flexural bend test are outlined.

2.4.1 Standard Test Method for Edgewise Compressive Strength of
Sandwich Constructions - ASTM C364
The purpose of this test method is to determine the load carrying capacity in the
face sheets of the sandwich construction.
In order for the test to be acceptable, the failure of the sandwich must occur
away from the supported edges. The acceptable failure modes are face sheet
buckling, face sheet compression, face sheet dimpling, core compressive failure,
and core shear failure. The standard provides guidelines for specimen
dimensions shown in Figure 11.
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Figure 11. Specimen Parameters11
The standard defines the Length, Width, and thickness of the test specimen. In
Figure 11, tfs corresponds to the face sheet thickness and tc corresponds to the
core thickness, t is the total specimen thickness.
The standard provides a range of acceptable specimen dimensions, based on
sandwich thickness and cell width. These requirements are presented in Table 4.
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Table 4. Specimen Dimensions11

The test specimen requires lateral end supports, in the form of clamps or
encasing the end of the specimens in resin or other suitable molding material.
The speed of the test should be loaded until failure and the rate set as to produce
failure in in 3 to 6 minutes. The recommended sampling rate is 5 to 10 data
points per second, and a minimum of 300 data points per test11. The ultimate
compressive strength is then calculated using Eq 1.

𝜎=

𝑃!"#
$𝑤&2𝑡$% )*

Where:
𝜎 = ultimate edgewise compressive strength
𝑃!"# = ultimate force prior to failure
𝑤 = width of specimen
𝑡$% = thickness of single face sheet
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(Eq 1)

2.4.2 Standard Test Method for Flexural Properties of Sandwich
Constructions - ASTM C393
This test method is used to determine properties of flat sandwich constructions
subjected to flatwise flexure in such a manner that the applied moments produce
curvature of the sandwich facing planes.
From the test, sandwich flexural strength, facings compressive and tensile
strengths, and/or core shear and shear modulus can be determined. The
standard notes to ensure that simple sandwich beam theory is valid, a good rule
of thumb for the 4-point bending test is the span length divided by the sandwich
thickness should be greater than 20 with the ratio of facing thickness to core
thickness less than 0.1.
The specimen tested should be rectangular in cross section. The depth of the
specimen should be equal to the thickness of the sandwich construction, and the
width should be not less than three times the dimension of a core cell, nor
greater than one half the span length. The specimen length shall be equal to the
span length plus 50 mm (2 in.) or plus one half the sandwich thickness,
whichever is greater.
If the core shear strength is the desired result of the testing, the specimen should
be designed such that the moments produced are do not stress the facings
beyond the compressive or tensile limits.
The loading should be applied though steel bars or knife edges with loading
pads. If local failure near the loading point occurs, rubber plates can be placed
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between the specimen and the loading surface. Load should be applied at a
constant rate to cause maximum load in 3 to 6 minutes. The loading diagram for
3-point and 4-point bending cases is shown in Figures 12 and 13.

Figure 12. Midspan or 3-point Loading12

Figure 13. 4-Point Loading Fixture and Specimen12
The test method lists the 3-point bend test configuration as non- standard but is
retained because load-deflection data can be used to obtain sandwich beam
flexural and shear stiffnesses.
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Load- deflection curves can be used to determine sandwich stiffness. A
transducer or deflectometer can be used to measure midspan deflection12.
For midspan loading, the face sheet bending stress can be calculated by Eq 2.

(Eq 2)

Where:
𝜎 = Face sheet bending stress
𝑡 = Face sheet thickness
𝐿 = Span length
𝑑 = Composite sandwich structure thickness
𝑏 = Composire sandwich strcuture width
𝑐 = Core thickness

2.4.3 Standard Test Method for Tensile Properties of Polymer Matrix
Composite Materials - ASTM D 3039
In order to empirically determine the properties of the carbon fiber used for the
face sheet material, the ASTM D 3039 tensile test is performed. This test
involves loading specimens to failure to determine the elastic modulus of the
carbon fiber prepreg. At least five specimens should be tested to determine
statistically significant results.
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The standard specifies geometry requirements for specimen geometry shown in
Table 5.
Of note is the standards discussion of tabs and fixturing the material in the
testing apparatus. The standard describes the process of designing mechanical
test coupons as largely an art rather than a science. There is no specific fixturing
method demanded by the standard, tabs are not required, and the standard
specifies using a gripping method that prevents failures near the grip. There is a
table of recommended gripping practices and typical practices that may be used.
The specimen geometry requirements are outlined in Table 5 and recommended
geometry is shown in Table 6.
Table 5. Specimen Geometry Requirements13
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Table 6. Recommended Specimen Geometry13

Tabs are used to achieve acceptable failure modes. Tabs may be bonded to the
specimen or friction tabs that are held in place by the pressure of the grip. The
standard allows for specimens to be gripped directly, with a non-bonded fiction
material such as emery cloth, or bonded tabs.
For constant-head speed tests, the head displacement rate is 2 mm/min (0.05
in/min). Acceptable failures are those that occur at least one specimen width
away from the grip13.
After the test, the slope of the stress vs. strain curve corresponds to the elastic
modulus and ultimate tensile strength and stress can be calculated using Eq 3
and Eq 4.

(Eq 3)
(Eq 4)

Where:

Ftu = Ultimate tensile strength
Pmax = Maximum force before failure
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𝜎& = Stress at ith data point
𝑃& = Force at ith data point
A = Average cross-sectional area
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3. MATERIAL
Uniform specimens are important to obtain comparable and statistically
significant results. This chapter explains the materials used in the manufactured
specimens.

3.1 Face Sheet
The face sheet material is Toray Composites TC275-1/HTS40-3K 2x2 plain
weave carbon fiber prepreg material. TC275-1 is the resin reference for the
material, it is pre-impregnated with 40% resin content14. The HTS40 3K is the
fiber reference. 3k refers to 3,000 carbon fiber filaments per tow. A tow is a
bundle of filaments that is then woven to create the 2x2 twill. The manufacturer
provides material data sheets for unidirectional fiber, as well as a variety of
weave patterns. The material properties from the product data sheet for plain
weave fabric are shown in Table 7.
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Table 7. Face Sheet Material Properties – TC275-1 Plain Weave

Property

Method

Plain Weave

Tensile Strength

ASTM D 3039

657 MPa

95 ksi

Tensile Modulus

ASTM D 3039

46.2 GPa 6.7 Msi

Tensile Strength 90°

ASTM D 3039

648 MPa

Tensile Modulus 90°

ASTM D 3039

44.6 GPa 6.5 Msi

Compression Strength 0°

ASTM D 6641

465 MPa

Compression Modulus 0°

ASTM D 6641

41.8 GPa 6.1 Msi

Compression Strength 90°

ASTM D 6641

425 MPa

Compression Modulus 90°

ASTM D 6641

43.1 GPa 6.2 Msi

In-Plane Shear Strength

ASTM D 7078

360 MPa

52 ksi

In-Plane Shear Modulus

ASTM D 7078

17 GPa

2.5 Msi

Open-Hole Compression Strength

ASTM D 6484

298 MPa

43 ksi

94 ksi

67 ksi

62 ksi

The carbon fiber material used is a prepreg material, meaning the fiber is
pre- impregnated with matrix and comes in a roll, shown in Figure 14.
When not in use, the material is stored in a freezer to prevent curing of the
matrix.
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Figure 14. Prepreg Material on Roll
Both sides of the prepreg have a blue plastic film to prevent the material from
sticking to itself. After rolling out and cutting the desired size and shape of
material, the blue film should be removed only while the handler has gloves on to
prevent applying hand oils to the prepreg that may prevent bonding.

3.2 Core
Two types of core materials were used in manufacturing, a Nomex honeycomb
and a PVC structural foam.
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3.2.1 Honeycomb Core
The honeycomb is ECA brand Nomex Honeycomb composed of aramid fibers
coated with phenolic resin.

Figure 15. 12.7 mm (0.5 in) Thickness Nomex Honeycomb
The honeycomb is composed of sheets of aramid fiber that are pressed to shape
and then glued together to create the honeycomb structure. Because the sheets
are glued, there are different properties depending on direction. The L direction is
the direction in which the fibers are continuous. In the W direction, the sheets are
bonded together15.
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Figure 16. Honeycomb Direction Layout15
The honeycomb cell size is 4.8 mm (3/16 in) and density of 32 kg/m3. Full
material properties provided from the manufacturer are listed in Table 8.
Table 8. ECA Honeycomb Material Properties
ECA Honeycomb Product Info
Cell Size
(mm)
4.8

Density
3

(kg/m )
32

Compression
Strength
2

(N/mm )
1.15

L - Direction
Strength
2

(N/mm )
0.76

W - Direction

Modulus
2

(N/mm )
31

Strength
2

(N/mm )
0.42

Modulus
(N/mm 2)
22

3.2.2 Foam Core
12.7 mm (0.5 in) thickness Divinycell H-80 is the foam used, a PVC structural
foam core material.
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Figure 17. Divinycell H80 Structural Core Foam
The Divinycell H series foam is a low weight foam used in marine, wind energy,
and private aviation industries. It has very low water absorption and superior
damage tolerance according to the manufacturer, Diab International16. The
material properties provided by Diab International are shown in Table 9. The
average value is reported with the minimum value within brackets.
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Table 9. Divinycell H80 Foam Material Properties

Property

Unit

H 80

Nominal Density*

kg/m3

80 (72)

Compressive strength** ASTM D 1621

MPa

1.2 (1.0)

Compressive Modulus** (extens.) ASTM D 1621

MPa

85 (65)

Tensile strength ** ASTM D 1623

MPa

2.2 (1.8)

Tensile Strength *** ISO 1926

MPa

2.0 (1.6)

Shear Strength *** ASTM C 273

MPa

1.0 (0.9)

Shear Modulus*** ASTM C 273

MPa

31 (23)

Shear Strain*** ASTM C 273

%

20 (12)

* = Measured on maximum size, trimmed blocks with a typical thickness of 50-70mm. Sheets, especially in low thickness,
may have lower or higher density than specified above. Low density sheets will still meet the minimum properties stated
above.

** = Perpendicular to the plane.

*** = Parallel to the plane.

3.3 Bonding Material
The core to face sheet bonding material is Mitsubishi Newport 102 epoxy film
adhesive designed for sandwich panel manufacture. Newport 102 is suited for
structural and secondary bonding applications in aerospace, sporting goods,
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marine, wind energy, and industrial manufacturing17. The material properties of
the bonding film provided by Mitsubishi are shown in Table 10. The flatwise
tensile strength and the flexural strength were not reported at the highest
temperature, 104°C .
Table 10. Newport 102 Material Properties
Property
Tensile Shear Strength (MPa)
Flatwise tensile strength (Mpa)
Flexural strength (kN)

Test Method
ASTM D1002
ASTM C297
ASTM C393

-55°C
28
6.9
12

RT
31
7.6
13

82°C
21
5.5
11

104°C
16
-

Newport 102HC is designed to be cured at temperatures from 121°C to 149°C
and is co-curable with prepregs. Low, medium, and high pressure molding
techniques may be used with the bonding film.
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4. MANUFACTURING
This chapter explains the manufacturing method for the specimens produced. 4
different panel constructions are manufactured which make up the different
cases examined in this thesis.

4.1 Layup Procedure

After cutting prepreg material, core, and film adhesive to size, the layers
are stacked according to the material data sheet and placed on the flat
mold surface, shown in Figure 18. Vacuum tape and vacuum bagging film
enclose the composite and the oven vacuum line is connected to the
vacuum valve.

Figure 18. Stacking Sequence of Composite, Following Toray TC 275 Guidelines
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Figure 19. Prepreg Under Vacuum

4.2 Curing Procedure
After the sandwich composite panel is sealed under vacuum, all edges are
checked for leaks. The composite is held under vacuum pressure only for 30
minutes to debulk and compress prepreg and adhesive layer to ensure there is a
good bond. Though the oven computer, the cure cycle specified by the data
sheet is programmed. This cure cycle is reproduced in Figure 20.
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Figure 20. Cure Parameters for TC 275 Prepreg, Cure Cycle A
After debulking, the oven is sealed and the curing cycle recommended by Toray
Composites is programmed and started. The cure cycle followed in this thesis is
cure cycle A which has a lower maximum temperature and a longer dwell time at
135 °C to fully cure. The oven in the Cal Poly Composites lab has a treated
concrete floor and cannot sustain temperatures over 160 °C required for the
shorter, higher temperature cure.
The first panel created was two layers of carbon fiber prepreg, honeycomb core,
and two layers of prepreg. The different panels created are summarized in Table
11.
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4.3 Summary of Manufactured Specimens
Table 11. 4 Panels Manufactured for Test Specimens
Panel Number

Face sheet

Core

Adhesive

12.7 mm (½”) Nomex

No

(Carbon Fiber)
1

2 layers

honeycomb
2

2 layers

12.7 mm (½”) Nomex

Yes

honeycomb
3

1 layer

12.7 mm (½”) Nomex

Yes

honeycomb
4

2 layers

12.7 mm (½”) H80 foam

Yes

All panels utilize the same face sheet material from the same carbon fiber
prepreg roll. The panels were all manufactured to the same 58 x 61 cm (23”x24”)
size using the same vacuum pressure and curing cycle. By changing one
parameter in each construction, differences in performance for a variety of panels
can be determined. After curing, specimens were cut to size as specified in the
Testing chapter.
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Figure 21. Single Layer Carbon Face Sheet and Honeycomb Core

Figure 22. 2 Layers Carbon Face Sheet and Honeycomb Core
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Figure 23. 2 Layers of Carbon Face Sheet and Foam Core

Figure 24. Carbon Face Sheet Surface Finish
44

Figure 25. Specimens Cut to Dimension
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5. FIXTURE DESIGN
In order to create repeatable indentations in sandwich specimens, a fixture for
the Instron testing frame was required.

5.1 Fixture Motivation
The goal of the fixture is to securely hold a 19 mm (3/4”) diameter hemispherical
indenter in the hydraulic jaw of the Instron, in line with the machine’s
displacement direction.

5.2 Fixture Manufacturing
The fixture was manufactured from square tube steel stock, a 3/4” – 10 hex nut,
and steel bar stock. The steel bar stock acts as the tab for the hydraulic jaws to
grip. The square tube stock is drilled to allow the threads of the indenter to pass
through and the tab and nut were TIG welded.
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Figure 26. Indenter Solidworks Model

Figure 27. Milling End of Bar Stock
To ensure the bar stock was flat and the tab would be perpendicular to the tube
stock once welded, the ends were milled with a four-flute cutter and a small
depth of cut.
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Figure 28. Tube Stock and Tab Before Welding

Figure 29. Welding Tab
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Figure 30. Tab Perpendicular to Square Stock
Of note is ensuring coated surfaces are not welded. The nut purchased was zinc
coated, which creates toxic fumes if welded. The nut was soaked in vinegar for 3
days, which removed the coating and created a plain steel surface suitable for
welding. The finished fixture is shown in Figure 31.
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Figure 31. Completed Fixture with Indenter Threaded In

Figure 32. Fixture Gripped in Instron Testing Frame
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The goal of testing in this thesis project was to use standard and repeatable
testing to analyze a variety of specimens and compare the results. The
specimens analyzed are in damaged and undamaged configurations as well as
varying construction parameters, and this indenter fixture allows for precise and
repeatable indentations.
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6. TESTING
After studying the wide variety of ASTM test standards for composite materials
as well as composite sandwich structures and comparing to the testing
equipment accessible in the Cal Poly Composites Lab, ASTM C 393 was
selected as the method to compare the sandwich structures in bending. The face
sheet mechanical behavior was determined though ASTM D 3039 testing.
Mechanical behavior of compression specimens was determined though the
ASTM C 364 standard.
4 categories of tests were performed:
1. Face sheet tensile test
2. Sandwich composite structure and core material indentation test
3. Sandwich composite structure 3-point bend test
4. Sandwich composite structure compression test

6.1 Tensile Test
To characterize the face sheet material, specimens consisting of only carbon
fiber prepreg were manufactured. After curing, the carbon fiber panel was cut to
specimens according to ASTM standard D 3039 Standard Test Method for
Tensile Properties of Polymer Matrix Composite Materials. Each specimen was
machined to 25.4 cm long and 2.54 cm wide, as per the standard
recommendation. The specimens are 1.65 mm thick. Emery cloth was added to
the area gripped by the testing machine jaws to prevent slipping.
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Extension rate is set to constant 2 mm/min. Each specimen was loaded until
failure.

6.2 Indentation Test
To understand damage response, indentation until failure on all four sandwich
composite structures and both core materials was performed. The purpose of this
test was to determine the displacement response for each sandwich composite
structure panel and the indentation response due to loading of each panel. This
testing was performed on the Instron testing frame with the manufactured
indenter fixture and a flat support platen as shown in Figures 33 and 34.

Figure 33. Indentation Test Setup
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Figure 34. Indenter and Compression Specimen
The indentation test was performed at a constant crosshead speed of 1mm/min
on the Instron testing frame. Three specimens 5.08 cm by 5.08 cm (2”x 2”)
square specimens were tested from each panel construction. Each specimen
was loaded to 50 N and then displacement zeroed to maintain comparable
displacement data across each panel construction. The crosshead was set to
constant displacement of 1 mm/min.

6.3 3-Point Bend Test
To characterize the mechanical behavior of the composite sandwich structures,
flexural testing using the 3-point bend test method was used.
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Figure 35. 3-point Bend Test Specimen
Each composite sandwich structure is cut into 3.8 cm (1.5 in) wide by 19 cm (7.5
in) long specimens, as modelled in Figure 35.
The composite sandwich structures were tested using the Instron testing frame
and a 3 roller fixture. For each of the 4 sandwich composite structures, there is a
control group with no indentation and a 1 mm, 1 mm flipped, and 2 mm
indentation group.
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Figure 36. 3-Point Bend Indentation Location
As shown by the red area in Figure 36, the indention is centered on the face
sheet at the midway of the length and width of the specimen. Specimens were
indented to the specified indentation depth supported by a flat compression
platen at a constant rate of 1mm/min.
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Figure 37. Indentation of Specimen Before 3-point Bend Test
After indentation, each specimen was unloaded and tested until failure in 3-point
bending.
The support span is 15.2 cm (6 in). The middle roller is gripped by the Instron
jaws and aligned in the middle of the specimen, as shown in Figure 38. Each
specimen in marked before testing using a template to ensure consistent
application of load.
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Figure 38. 3-point Bend Test Fixture
For each of the 4 sandwich composite structures, control specimens (no
indentation) as well and specimens with 1 mm and 2 mm indentations are tested.
The specimen is indented at the center of the top face sheet and then placed in
the 3-point bend fixture such that the indentation is at the top loading point and
experiencing compression. For the case of the flipped 1 mm tests, the specimen
is placed on the 3-point fixture such that the indentation is facing down and
experiencing tension.

6.4 Compression Test
To further understand the change in performance for composites subject to
indentation, a compression test was performed according to ASTM C364
Standard Test Method for Edgewise Compressive Strength of Sandwich
Constructions.
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Figure 39. Compression Test Specimen
Each composite sandwich structure is cut into 5.08 cm (2 in) by 5.08 cm (2 in)
square specimens, as modelled in Figure 39.
As shown by the red area in Figure 40, the indention is centered on the face
sheet of the specimen.
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Figure 40. Compression Indentation Location
Specimens were indented to the specified indentation depth supported by a flat
compression platen at a constant rate of 1mm/min.
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Figure 41. Specimen Undergoing Indentation
After indentation, the specimen is loaded into the compression test fixture shown
in Figure 42.

Figure 42. Compression Test Fixture
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During compression testing, the displacement was set to constant 5 mm/min. In
the compression results, there is greater variability in the data than bending and
tensile tests previously performed.
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7. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This chapter summarizes the results from all testing performed during this thesis.
Figures for each specimen are presented as well as failure modes and numerical
comparison of each case.

7.1 Mechanical Behavior of Face Sheet
The results for the face sheet tensile test according to ASTM D 3039 are
presented. The stress vs. strain plot for all include specimens is shown in Figure
43.
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Figure 43. Face Sheet Stress vs. Strain
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0.028

From the slope of the stress vs. strain plot, Young’s modulus is determined. The
linear portion excluding the points after failure is used for the slope calculation.
The Young’s modulus for each specimen and overall average is shown in Table
12. This modulus is also known as tensile modulus.
Table 12. Face Sheet Young’s Modulus
Specimen
1
2
3
4
5
Mean

E, modulus (MPa)
42045.72
41557.82
40852.76
41411.06
42017.51
41576.97

Std Dev

491.47

All 5 specimens had similar modulus values and a resulting small standard of
deviation. Specimens experienced some variation in failure mode, but slope and
ultimate load at failure showed very little variation suggesting the test and
gripping method is reliable.
From the TC-275 material data sheet presented in Table 7, the manufacturer’s
reported value for Young’s modulus closely aligns with the experimentally
determined tensile modulus in this thesis.
Table 13. Face Sheet Young’s Modulus Comparison
Source
Data Sheet
Experimental
% Difference

E, modulus (MPa)
46200
41577
10.0
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The experimentally determined Young’s modulus is 10% different from the value
reported on the data sheet. This difference could be attributed to the difference in
cure cycles. The manufacturer specifies multiple acceptable cure cycles. Cure
cycle A, the cycle used in this thesis, has a lower maximum temperature and a
longer dwell time. The data sheet did not specify which cure cycle was used
when the manufacturer tested material properties. Because the modulus closely
followed the value reported on the data sheet, the manufacturing and testing
processes are validated and the material performs as it was designed to.
Ultimate load is a function of the number of layers and amount of material used in
the specimen, so it is not directly related to the sandwich panel results because
all face sheets used 1 or 2 layers of carbon fiber. The ultimate load is presented
in Table 14 to display close agreement from specimen to specimen and a small
standard of deviation suggesting the test methodology and specimens were
consistent.
Table 14. Face Sheet Tensile Ultimate Load
Specimen Ultimate Load (kN)
1
37.75
2
33.49
3
35.14
4
36.43
5
35.95
Mean
35.75

Std Dev

1.58

ASTM D3039 standard calls for reporting the failure mode and location of failure
after testing. All specimens failed in either multi-mode, lateral, or angled failure
types.
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Figure 44. Specimen 1 Multi-mode Failure
Specimens 1,4,5, and 6 experienced multi-mode failure with two failures outside
of grip area. These failures occurred both at the grip and greater than 1
specimen width away from the grip.

Figure 45. Specimen 3 Single Location Failure
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Specimen 3 experienced a single location failure with partial failure near the top
grip. This edge did not delaminate and fibers did not fully separate across the
entire width of the specimen.

Figure 46. Failure Modes for All Tensile Specimens
Specimen 2 was excluded from the test results because it experienced slipping in
the grips. The emery cloth from the first specimen was reused, however slipping
resulted. New emery cloth was used for all following specimens and no slipping
occurred.
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7.2 Indentation Test
This test was performed on the Instron testing frame with the manufactured
indenter fixture and a flat support platen as shown in Figure 34.

7.2.1 Panel 1
The panel 1 construction is two layers of carbon fiber for each face sheet and
honeycomb core. No adhesive between the core material and the face sheets.
Indentation until failure is shown in Figure 47.
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Figure 47. Panel 1 Indentation Test
The average ultimate load was 556 N with a standard deviation of 24 N. Failure
occurred near a deflection of 3.5mm. Each specimen has a nearly identical
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slope, indicating consistent specimens and similar damage occurring in each
trial.

7.2.2 Panel 2
The panel 2 construction is two layers of carbon fiber for each face sheet and
honeycomb core. Adhesive film between the core material and the face sheets.
Indentation until failure is shown in Figure 48.
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Figure 48. Panel 2 Indentation Test
The average ultimate load occurred at 541 N with a standard deviation of 16 N.
Failure occurred near a deflection of 3.25 mm. Specimen 1 experienced a region
of higher stiffness than the other specimens, occurring in the region from 2 mm to
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3 mm displacement before returning to similar ultimate load and expected failure
point as the other specimens.

7.2.3 Panel 3
The panel 3 construction is one layer of carbon fiber per face sheet and
honeycomb core. Adhesive film between the core material and the face sheets.
Indentation until failure is shown in Figure 49.
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Figure 49. Panel 3 Indentation Test
Average ultimate load was 483 N with a standard deviation of 38. Failure
occurred near a deflection of 3.5, with one specimen failing early at 3.25 mm
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deflection. The same slopes for each specimen indicate same stiffness and
similar damage.

7.2.4 Panel 4
The panel 4 construction is two layers of carbon fiber for each face sheet and
structural foam core. Adhesive film between the core material and the face
sheets. Indentation until failure is shown in Figure 50.
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Figure 50. Panel 4 Indentation Test
The foam core material specimens behaved slightly different by producing a
parabolic Force vs. Displacement curve, as opposed to the linear behavior
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observed in the honeycomb core specimens. Average ultimate load was 1011 N
with a standard deviation of 84. Failure occurred near a deflection of 2.75 mm.
After the test, the specimens had residual plastic deformation and the face sheet
is bowed inwards.

Figure 51. Specimen After Indentation Until Failure
The core is deformed and the outer face sheet is not visibly cracked. To
determine how the core material behaves under indentation, core material only
specimens with no face sheet were also indented.
After indentation of the 4 composite sandwich structures, the core material alone
was indented. Honeycomb core material indentation test is shown in Figure 52.
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Figure 52. Honeycomb Core Only Indentation Test
For the core material test, a load of 50 N was applied and the displacement
zeroed at the start of test. This was to reduce the initial noise from slipping and
the indenter contacting the core. The honeycomb core is flexible and has a very
low stiffness, as shown by the very small slope of the Force vs. Displacement
plot. The results for core only indentation show some variation and non-linearity
due to cells collapsing at different times during the test. The foam core only
indentation test is shown in Figure 53.
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Figure 53. Foam Core Only Indentation Test
The foam core is much stiffer, as shown by the greater slope of the Force vs.
Displacement plot. The foam also behaves more smoothly and with less variation
in the data than the honeycomb core because the cells size is microscopic so
collapse occurs on a much more frequent and smaller scale.
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Figure 54. Core Specimens After Indentation
The honeycomb core (Figure 54 left) and foam core (Figure 54 right) materials
experienced damage in a 15 mm circular affected zone. Foam is a much stiffer
core material, as shown by the greater slope of this test when comparted to
honeycomb core. This translated into much greater ultimate load capacity for
panel 4, the construction with carbon fiber and foam core. Both the honeycomb
and foam core experience linear stiffness behavior for the whole range of the
test, from 0 to 4 mm displacement. In the previous indentation tests of sandwich
composite panels 1 through 4, there was a point of failure where the force carried
suddenly dropped dramatically. Given that the core material only tests did not
exhibit a failure and drop in load carried, the face sheet is responsible for the
specimen failing under load. This is further confirmed with the audible cracking of
face sheet fibers.
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7.2.5 Summary
Table 15. Indentation Test Ultimate Load
Specimen

Specimen

Specimen

Avg Ult Load

1

2

3

(N)

Std Dev

Panel 1

531

579

558

556

24

Panel 2

556

542

525

541

16

Panel 3

446

482

522

483

38

Panel 4

947

980

1106

1011
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The results of performing indentation until failure show the differences in each
panel constructions ability to withstand point loading. The composite sandwich
structures composed from panel 4 experience the greatest indentation load
bearing capabilities, while the structures from panel 3 with one layer of carbon
fiber per face sheet experience the lowest load.

7.2.6 Selected Indentations
From the results of indention testing to failure, 3 levels of indention were selected
to test in this thesis. From the indentation test data, the earliest failing panel was
panel 4, which experienced failure at 2.75 mm deflection. The levels selected
were 1mm, 2mm, and 2.5mm because all composite sandwich structures could
be indented to these levels before experiencing inconsistent results due to
failure.
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The specimens used in the subsequent 3-point bend test and Compression test
were indented using the same fixture and method. A displacement limit was set
in Instron Bluehill software to stop the crosshead at either 1mm, 2mm, or 2.5mm
depending on the case being tested. To ensure each specimen was indented to
the same level, the crosshead was lowered until 10 N registered on the load cell.
Displacement is then zeroed and the indentation begins.

7.3 3-Point Bend Test
To characterize the mechanical behavior of the composite sandwich structures,
flexural testing using the 3-point bend test method was used.

7.3.1 Panel 1
The panel 1 construction is two layers of carbon fiber for each face sheet and
honeycomb core. No adhesive between the core material and the face sheets.
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Figure 55. Panel 1 Bend Test, No Indentation
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Figure 56. Panel 1 Bend Test, 1 mm Indentation
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Figure 57. Panel 1 Bend Test, 1 mm Flipped Indentation
The flipped indentation experiencing tension resulted in an ultimate load of 176 N
as opposed to the ultimate load of 162 N for the 1 mm indent. Failure occurred at
a higher machine displacement with the flipped indentation specimens, occurring
near 2.25 mm machine displacement at failure, while the non-flipped specimens
failed at less than 2 mm machine displacement. Comparing the two 1 mm cases
directly, the specimens with damaged face sheet in tension sustained higher
ultimate load and displacement before failure.
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Figure 58. Panel 1 Bend Test, 2 mm Indentation
From the force vs. displacement plots, the flexural stiffness of each composite
sandwich structure can be determined. The flexural stiffness, also known as
bending stiffness, of a structure is defined as
Sf = F/Δ

(Eq 5)

Where Sf represents stiffness, F is the force applied, and Δ is the change in
displacement. Stiffness for each specimen is found from the slope of the linear
portion of the force vs. displacement plot. The linear elastic portion is found
between 0.5 mm to 1.5 mm and the flexural stiffness calculated from this region.
Stiffness is a measure of the ability of a material to resist deflection. To produce
a given unit displacement, a structure with higher stiffness will require greater
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force than a structure with lower stiffness. As seen in Table 16, the flexural
stiffness decreased with higher levels of indentation.
Table 16. Panel 1 Average Flexural Stiffness
Indentation

Stiffness (N/mm)

Std Dev

0 mm

85

2.2

1 mm

76

2.0

1 mm flipped

72

1.6

2 mm

56

3.8

Standard of deviation did not change significantly with specimen damage and
monotonically decreased as indentation depth increased when looking at ultimate
load results.
Table 17. Panel 1 Average Ultimate Load
Indentation

Ultimate Load (N)

Std Dev

0 mm

221

9.2

1 mm

162

5.2

1 mm flipped

176

4.9

2 mm

133

1.5
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Ultimate load decreased by 27% when comparing the control 0 mm specimens to
1 mm performance post indentation. The 2 mm indented specimens failed at
18% lower ultimate load compared to 1 mm specimens.

7.3.2 Panel 2
The panel 2 construction is two layers of carbon fiber for each face sheet and
honeycomb core. Adhesive film between the core material and the face sheets.
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Figure 59. Panel 2 Bend Test, No Indentation
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Figure 60. Panel 2 Bend Test, 1 mm Indentation
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Figure 61. Panel 2 Bend Test, 1 mm Flipped Indentation
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The 1 mm flipped indentation specimen with the damaged face sheet in tension
failed at an average of 216 N. The same level of damage with the face sheet in
compression failed at a load of 208 N.
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Figure 62. Panel 2 Bend Test, 2mm Indentation
When comparing panel 2 constructed with an adhesive layer to panel 1 without
adhesive, the adhesive provides higher ultimate load in bending for specimens
with both no damage and damage.
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Table 18. Panel 2 Average Flexural Stiffness
Indentation

Stiffness (N/mm)

Std Dev

0 mm

95

1.9

1 mm

90

2.4

1 mm flipped

86

2.0

2 mm

84

2.1

Table 19. Panel 2 Average Ultimate Load
Indentation

Ultimate Load (N)

Std Dev

0 mm

279

5.9

1 mm

208

1.2

1 mm flipped

216

0.6

2 mm

172

5.0

The indentation caused similar change in performance from panel 1. The ultimate
load sustained decreased by 25% when comparing control (0 mm) specimens to
1 mm indentation specimens. Ultimate load decreased further by 17% when
comparing 1 mm to 2 mm indentation specimens.

7.3.3 Panel 3
The panel 3 construction is one layer of carbon fiber per face sheet and
honeycomb core. Adhesive film between the core material and the face sheets.
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Figure 63. Panel 3 Bend Test, No Indentation
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Figure 64. Panel 3 Bend Test, 1 mm Indentation
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Figure 65. Panel 3 Bend Test, 1 mm Flipped Indentation
With one layer of carbon fiber per face sheet, the specimens are much more
sensitive to damage and a 1 mm indentation resulted in 29% decrease in
ultimate loading capability. The 1 mm flipped indentation specimens with
damaged face sheet in tension failed at 163 N. The 1 mm indentation specimens
with damage in compression failed at 149 N.
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Figure 66. Panel 3 Bend Test, 2 mm Indentation
After the 2 mm indentation test, the specimens consistently failed near the
average load of 116 N. At the higher level of 2 mm indentation, specimens failed
earlier at 1.5 mm machine displacement.
Table 20. Panel 3 Average Flexural Stiffness
Indentation

Stiffness (N/mm)

Std Dev

0 mm

82

1.1

1 mm

69

0.9

1 mm flipped

68

1.7

2 mm

56

1.2

88

Table 21. Panel 3 Average Ultimate Load
Indentation

Ultimate Load (N)

Std Dev

0 mm

210

16.8

1 mm

149

3.2

1 mm flipped

163

19.0

2 mm

116

2.8

The 1 mm post indention specimen performed with a 29% decrease in ultimate
load compared to the 0 mm control specimens. 2 mm post indentation specimens
sustained 22% less ultimate load compared to 1 mm indentation specimens. The
thinner face sheet performs worse after damage when compared to the two layer
face sheets in panels 1 and 2.

7.3.4 Panel 4
The panel 4 construction is two layers of carbon fiber for each face sheet and
structural foam core. Adhesive film between the core material and the face
sheets.
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Figure 67. Panel 4 Bend Test, No Indentation
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Figure 68. Panel 4 Bend Test, 1mm Indentation
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Figure 69. Panel 4 Bend Test, 1 mm Flipped Indentation
The flipped indentation increased variability of data when compared to the
nominal 1 mm indentation. The 1 mm flipped indention specimens failed at an
average load of 432 N while the 1 mm indentation specimens failed at 460 N.
Unlike panels 1, 2, and 3, the damaged face sheet in tension failed at lower load
than the damage in compression. All flipped specimens failed at much lower
machine displacement, 2 specimens failed at 2 mm machine displacement and
one specimen failed before 3 mm.
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Figure 70. Panel 4 Bend Test, 2 mm Indentation
Unlike the previous honeycomb specimens, indentation causes the foam core
specimens to fail at much lower machine displacement. The panel 4 control
specimens all failed after 4 mm machine displacement. The 1 mm indentation
and 2 mm indentation specimens failed at 3 mm machine displacement. The 1
mm flipped specimens failed at very low machine displacement levels, with most
specimens failing at 2 mm machine displacement.
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Table 22. Panel 4 Average Flexural Stiffness
Indentation

Stiffness (N/mm)

Std Dev

0 mm

241

5.2

1 mm

234

2.3

1 mm flipped

233

4.2

2 mm

224

3.8

Table 23. Panel 4 Average Ultimate Load
Indentation

Ultimate Load (N)

Std Dev

0 mm

554

22.4

1 mm

460

14.0

1 mm flipped

432

64.8

2 mm

416

1.5

Ultimate load decreased by 17% from the 0 mm indentation specimens to 1 mm
post indentation specimens. For the 1 mm to 2 mm comparison, ultimate load
decreased by 11%. Similar to the honeycomb core construction panels, the initial
1 mm indentation damage causes a greater drop in performance than the next
millimeter of indentation.
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Figure 71. Bend Test Specimen After Failure
The typical failure mode is shown in Figure 71. The midsection of the specimen
is lower than the ends and the top face sheet is experiencing compression while
the bottom face sheet is in tension. In some cases, there also is some localized
damage to the core and the face sheet in the middle of the specimen.
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Figure 72. Face Sheet Crack Failure Mode
Some specimens experience a face sheet crack at the center point of load
application. In the 3-point bend test setup, the greatest moment is in the midpoint
of the specimen. This only occurred with greater depth of indentation in the 2.5
mm indentation depth specimens. This is due to the greater indentation depth
causing disrupting the bond between face sheet and core, which causes the face
sheet to be unsupported and crack.
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Figure 73. Specimens After Failure
The majority of specimens had no failure mode that was visible after testing.
During testing, there are audible cracking sounds occurring which suggests
failure in the face sheet fibers that are not visible.
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Figure 74. Side Profile of Failed Specimens
7.3.5 Bend Test Results Comparison
For all constructions with honeycomb core (panels 1, 2, and 3), the specimens
maintained higher ultimate load with the damaged face sheet in tension. This
corresponds to the 1 mm flipped specimens, while the 1 mm specimens tested
the damaged face sheet in compressive loading.
Initial damage causes the greatest degradation of performance regardless of
core material or face sheet thickness. For the honeycomb panel constructions,
the initial first millimeter of damage caused an average decrease in ultimate load
of 27% . The second millimeter of damage, from 1 mm to 2 mm indentation,
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caused an average of 19% decrease in ultimate loading capability. The foam
core construction was more resilient to damage with a 17% decrease in ultimate
load for the 1 mm indentation and a 11% decrease when moving to 2 mm
indentation.

7.4 Compression Test
In the compression results, there is greater variability in the data than bending
and tensile tests previously performed. The ultimate load each specimen
sustains before failure has variation from specimen to specimen, however the
experimentally determined stiffness is closely aligned from specimen to
specimen. This can be observed by the similar slopes of the force –
displacement plot.
For each specimen, the displacement was zeroed at 20 N force to maintain
comparable displacements. This mitigated some of the variability in results due to
small differences in test specimen height.

7.4.1 Panel 1
The panel 1 construction is two layers of carbon fiber for each face sheet and
honeycomb core. There is no adhesive between the core material and the face
sheets.
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Figure 75. Panel 1 Compression Test, No Indentation
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Figure 76. Panel 1 Compression Test, 1mm Indentation
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The 1 mm indentation case showed one specimen with significantly higher load
than the other three test specimens. This is often due to bearing stress, where
one face sheet partially collapses and creates a larger contact area that can hold
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Figure 77. Panel 1 Compression Test, 2 mm Indentation
Similarly to the 1 mm indentation case, one specimen held much higher ultimate
load than the others. After damage though indentation, there is greater variability
in the performance and test results.
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Figure 78. Panel 1 Compression Test, 2 mm Flipped Indentation
The 2 mm flipped indentation resulted in failure at much lower displacement
levels than the 2 mm mold side indentation. Ultimate load for the 2 mm flipped
indentation occurred near 1 mm displacement, while ultimate load for the 2 mm
indent occurred at 1.5 mm displacement. Average ultimate load remained similar
regardless of the indentation caused on the flat mold side or the flipped bag side.
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Figure 79. Panel 1 Compression Test, 2.5 mm Indentation
The axial stiffness of the specimens can be determined from the force vs.
displacement plots. The axial stiffness of a structure is defined as
S = F/ΔL

(Eq 5)

Where S represents stiffness, F is the force applied, and ΔL is the change in
length. The stiffness for each specimen is found from the slope of the linear
portion of the force vs. displacement plot.
Stiffness is a measure of the ability of a material to resist deflection. To produce
a given unit displacement, a structure with higher stiffness will require greater
force than a structure with lower stiffness. As seen in Table 24, the stiffness
decreased with higher levels of indentation.
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Table 24. Compression Stiffness Panel 1
Indentation

Stiffness (N/mm)

Std Dev

0 mm

7470

405.2

1 mm

6412

711.0

2 mm

5515

502.0

2 mm flipped

5958

489.0

2.5mm

5341

686

Introducing damage though the indentation causes greater variability of ultimate
loading and stiffness. The control specimen group shows similar ultimate load at
failure and smaller standard of deviation than the specimens tested after
damage. The spread of the data did not correlate to the amount of damage. This
means even with lower level of damage, as in the 1 mm results, there is less
confidence in the ultimate load carrying ability of the composite sandwich. The
range of ultimate loading is significantly greater even with lower levels of
damage.
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Table 25. Change in Stiffness – Panel 1
Decrease in stiffness (N/mm)

% Degradation

0 mm to 1mm

1058

14.2

1 mm to 2 mm

897

14.0

2 mm to 2.5 mm

174

3.15

Avg change per mm

767

11.5

The 1 mm and 2 mm indention levels caused very similar changed in
performance. In this region, the stiffness decreased by 14% for every mm of
indentation caused. The change from 2 mm to 2.5 mm indentation was small,
only 3.15% or 6.3% decrease per mm.

7.4.2 Panel 2
The panel 2 construction is two layers of carbon fiber for each face sheet and
honeycomb core. A layer of adhesive film between the core material and the face
sheets provides increased face sheet to core bonding.
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Figure 80. Panel 2 Compression Test, No Indentation
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Figure 81. Panel 2 Compression Test, 1 mm Indentation
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The addition of the adhesive layer in the panel 2 specimens did not have a large
effect on the variability of performance after indentation. Similar to panel 1
specimens, which have no adhesive layer, once specimens underwent some
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level of damage there was greater standard of deviation and variability in data.
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Figure 82. Panel 2 Compression Test, 2 mm Indentation
In the 2 mm indentation trial, one specimen curve is shifted farther to the right.
This is likely due to the specimen being slightly smaller, as the Instron machine
crosshead was set to the nominal specimen height and returned after each test.
The slope and ultimate load of the specimen are the same as the others so it was
not excluded from the data set.
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Figure 83. Panel 2 Compression Test, 2 mm Flipped Indentation
The 2 mm flipped indentation resulted in larger variability of results, with a
standard of deviation of 1104 N/mm compared to 803 N/mm in the 2 mm
stiffness results. Failure also occurred at lower displacement and the ultimate
loading capability was reduced by 16%.
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Figure 84. Panel 2 Compression Test, 2.5 mm Indentation
In the 2.5 mm indentation trial, there is one specimen with the curve shifted to the
right, due to the specimen being cut slightly smaller than nominal. As the ultimate
force and slope is similar to the other specimens, it is included in the data set.
Table 26. Compression Stiffness Results Panel 2
Indentation

Stiffness (N/mm)

Std Dev

0 mm

10423

573

1 mm

9842

488

2 mm

9170

803

2 mm flipped

8975

1104

2.5mm

8438

924
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Panel 2 performance showed a linear trend in stiffness degradation. The percent
change in stiffness from 0 mm to 1 mm was 5.6% and from 0 mm to 2 mm
resulted in 12% stiffness degradation. Stiffness was reduced by approximately
6% per millimeter of indentation.
Standard of deviation increased with indentation depth, for higher indention
levels there is less reliable performance and lower confidence of stiffness and
ultimate loading capabilities.
Table 27. Change in Stiffness – Panel 2
Decrease in stiffness (N/mm)

% Degradation

0 mm to 1mm

581

5.6

1 mm to 2 mm

672

6.8

2 mm to 2.5 mm

732

7.9

For the 1 mm and 2 mm indentation regime, the stiffness drops by an average of
6.2% for each mm of indentation. In the 2 mm to 2.5 mm indentation level, the
stiffness decreases sharply and performance drops significantly.

7.4.3 Panel 3
The panel 3 construction is one layer of carbon fiber per face sheet and
honeycomb core. A layer of adhesive film between the core material and the face
sheets provides increased face sheet to core bonding.
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Figure 85. Panel 3 Compression Test, No Indentation
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Figure 86. Panel 3 Compression Test, 1 mm Indentation
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Figure 87. Panel 3 Compression Test, 2 mm Indentation
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Figure 88. Panel 3 Compression Test, 2 mm Flipped Indentation
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When comparing the 2 mm indentation on the mold side vs the vacuum bag side
(flipped side), the ultimate load and displacement at failure is similar. The
average stiffness of the 2 mm indented specimen is 3044 N/mm while the 2 mm
flipped indentation average stiffness is 2772 N/mm, suggesting the smoother
mold side of the sandwich handles damage slightly better than the flipped side.
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Figure 89. Panel 3 Indentation Test, 2.5mm Indentation
The 2.5 mm indentation test had the greatest variability of all the compression
cases. At this level of indentation, there are two groups of results. The group of
specimens with higher load carry capacity did not experience cracking and high
levels of plastic deformation. The lower group that failed around 1000 N likely
experienced cracking in the face sheet during indentation and thus greatly
reduced load carrying capacity.
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Table 28. Compression Stiffness Results Panel 3
Indentation

Stiffness (N/mm)

Std Dev

0 mm

3320

199

1 mm

3071

221

2 mm

3044

236

2 mm flipped

2772

206

2.5mm

2520

419

Panel 3 is the only construction with 1 layer of carbon fiber per face sheet.
Results show in compression, there is greater variability and less reliable
performance both in undamaged panels and post indentation panels. The thin
face sheets are prone to face sheet buckling and at higher levels of indentation,
can fail at lower loads.
Table 29. Change in Stiffness – Panel 3
Decrease in stiffness (N/mm)

% Degradation

0 mm to 1mm

249

7.5

1 mm to 2 mm

27

0.9

2 mm to 2.5 mm

524

17.2

The change in performance for 1 mm and 2 mm indentation did not follow a
predictable linear change as in panel 1 and panel 2 constructions.
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7.4.4 Panel 4
The panel 4 construction is two layers of carbon fiber for each face sheet and
structural foam core. A layer of adhesive film between the core material and the
face sheets provides increased face sheet to core bonding.
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Figure 90. Panel 4 Compression Test, No Indentation
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Figure 91. Panel 4 Compression Test, 1 mm Indentation
The foam core material provides increased surface area for bonding to the face
sheet when compared to the honeycomb core but has similar performance after
indentation. The foam core material is much more dense and heavier and does
not provide a significant performance advantage after indentation.
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Figure 92. Panel 4 Compression Test, 2 mm Indentation
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Figure 93. Panel 4 Compression Test, 2 mm Flipped Indentation
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2.5

2 mm and 2 mm flipped indentations caused similar results for panel 4. This is
due to the foam core having much more area to bond than the honeycomb,
resulting in nearly identical surfaces on both the mold and vacuum bag side of
the composite structure. The resulting stiffnesses are very similar and a 2 mm
indentation on either side of the composite sandwich causes similar

Force (N)

performance.
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Figure 94. Panel 4 Compression Test, 2.5mm Indentation

Failure for the control specimens, 1 mm, and 2mm indentation occurred after
1.5mm. For the flipped 2 mm indentation and the higher level of indentation at
2.5mm, the majority of failures occurred at lower displacement, near 1.5 mm
machine displacement or earlier.
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Table 30. Compression Stiffness Results Panel 4
Indentation

Stiffness (N/mm)

Std Dev

0 mm

15675

498

1 mm

13841

523

2 mm

13729

877

2 mm flipped

13684

938

2.5mm

11907

821

Panel 4 was the stiffest of all the panel constructions due to the stiffer core and
increased surface area for face sheet bonding. With the honeycomb panels, the
face sheet is bonded to the outside of the cells but there is an air gap where no
bonding occurs. The entire area of the foam core is bonded to the carbon face
sheet, limiting failures due to delamination and face sheet buckling.
From the control specimens with no indentation to the 1 mm indentation, there is
an 11.7% decrease in stiffness. The 2.5 mm indentation specimens show a 24%
decrease in stiffness.
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Table 31. Change in Stiffness – Panel 4
Decrease in stiffness (N/mm)

% Degradation

0 mm to 1mm

1834

11.7

1 mm to 2 mm

112

0.8

2 mm to 2.5 mm

1822

13.3

Stiffness changed by only 0.8 from 1 mm to 2 mm indentation. A large decrease
in stiffness occurred from 2 mm to 2.5 mm. At the 2.5 mm, the standard of
deviation decreased and failure occurred near 1.5 mm of machine displacement
for all specimens.

Figure 95. Compression Specimen After Face Sheet Failure
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Figure 96. Face Sheet Crack Failure Mode
The typical failure mode observe during testing is face sheet cracking, as seen in
Figures 95 and 96. Some specimens show no visually discernable failure after
testing while others have a partial or full residual crack across the face sheet, as
in Figure 96.

7.4.5 Compression Results Comparison
The compression test results have some variability with the displacement at the
ultimate load. Compression test is highly sensitive to specimen size. The
specimens were cut precisely using the water-cooled tile saw with diamond blade
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and measured after cutting for any outliers. No specimens were more than 2 mm
from the nominal 5.08 cm specimen size as specified per the ASTM compression
test standard, and thus none were rejected. However, a very small change in
specimen height results in the specimen being loaded while testing at a
displacement that differs by a few millimeters.

When comparing the 2mm indentation and the 2mm flipped indentation plots, the
flipped indentation results show failure at lower displacement levels. The flipped
indentation test results show greater variability due to the indentation performed
on the bag side of the composite, as opposed to the mold side in the other trials.
The mold side of the composite sandwich is against the flat metal plate during
manufacture and curing, so the surface is uniform and smooth. The bag side of
the composite is the side against the peel ply and vacuum bag material, so the
surface is flat but has small divots due to the vacuum bag.
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8. CALCULATIONS
The ASTM C364 Standard Test Method for Edgewise Compressive Strength of
Sandwich Constructions reports an equation for calculating ultimate edgewise
compressive strength. The standard calls for calculation using Eq 1 and reporting
results to three significant figures.

𝜎=

𝑃!"#
$𝑤&2𝑡$% )*

(Eq 1)

where:
𝜎 = ultimate edgewise compressive strength
𝑃!"# = ultimate force prior to failure
𝑤 = width of specimen
𝑡$% = thickness of single face sheet
The average specimen dimensions for each construction type are summarized in
table 32. It should be noted, the face sheet thickness is the thickness of a single
face sheet on one side of the sandwich composite structure.
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Table 32. Compression Specimen Width and Face Sheet Thickness

Panel number
1
2
3
4

w, Specimen
width (mm)
50.85
50.87
50.75
50.79

tfs , Face sheet
thickness (mm)
0.63
0.67
0.35
0.67

The ultimate force prior to failure is reported for each panel construction and
indentation depth. The force value is reported in Newtons, it should be noted that
extreme outliers were not included in the average calculation.

Table 33. Ultimate Force Prior to Failure, Reported in Newtons
Panel number

Control

1 mm Indentation

2mm Indentation

2mm Flipped

2.5 mm Indentation

1
2
3
4

3063
4033
1667
6563

2613
3940
1578
5850

2601
3767
1520
5683

2288
3250
1617
5667

2338
3716
1456
5088

The ultimate edgewise compressive strength is calculated using Eq 1 and the
table values for width, face sheet thickness, and ultimate force.
The composite sandwich structures from the panel 1 case are constructed from 2
layers of carbon fiber prepreg material per face sheet and a honeycomb core
sandwiched between them directly with no adhesive material.
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Table 34. Panel 1 Ultimate Strength

Indentation
Control
1 mm
2mm
2mm flipped
2.5 mm

Compressive
Strength (MPa)
47.8
40.8
40.6
35.7
36.5

% Decrease
from Control
14.7
15.1
25.3
23.7

The change in compressive strength from control to both 1 mm and 2 mm
indentation is nearly the same, a 14.7 % and 15.1% decrease respectively. Panel
1 experienced the greatest decrease in compressive strength. This is the only
panel that does not have an adhesive between the face sheet and core material,
which lends poorly to strength after damage. The composite sandwich structure
is much more likely to delaminate and separate from the core than structures
with an adhesive layer.
The composite sandwich structures for the panel 2 case are constructed from 2
layers of carbon fiber prepreg material per face sheet, an adhesive layer, and a
honeycomb core.
Table 35. Panel 2 Ultimate Strength

Indentation
Control
1 mm
2mm
2mm flipped
2.5 mm

Compressive
Strength (MPa)
59.2
57.8
55.3
47.7
54.5
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% Decrease
from Control
2.3
6.6
19.4
7.9

The addition of the adhesive in panel 2 leads to not only much greater
compressive strength values, but also lower decrease in performance after
damage.
The composite sandwich structures for the panel 3 case are constructed from 1
layer of carbon fiber prepreg material per face sheet, an adhesive layer, and a
honeycomb core.
Table 36. Panel 3 Ultimate Strength

Indentation
Control
1 mm
2mm
2mm flipped
2.5 mm

Compressive
Strength (MPa)
46.9
44.4
42.8
45.5
41.0

% Decrease
from Control
5.3
8.8
3.0
12.7

In the panel 3 case, there is a small decrease in compressive strength compared
to the other panels. Panel 3 is the only case with face sheets composed of 1
layer of carbon fiber, while the other cases have 2 layers of carbon fiber per face
sheet. Less face sheet material means the face sheet has lower stiffness, which
allows the face sheet to flex and experience more deformation before breaking
and cracking. Less plastic deformation means the composite sandwich structure
has compressive strength near its original undamaged configuration.
The composite sandwich structures for the panel 4 case are constructed from 2
layers of carbon fiber prepreg material per face sheet, an adhesive layer, and a
foam core.
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Table 37. Panel 4 Ultimate Strength

Indentation
Control
1 mm
2mm
2mm flipped
2.5 mm

Compressive
Strength (MPa)
96.4
86.0
83.5
83.3
74.8

% Decrease
from Control
10.9
13.4
13.7
22.5

Panel 4 had very high compressive strength degradation, even at lower
indentation levels. Panel 4 is the only sandwich composite structure with a foam
core, all other constructions have a honeycomb core. The foam core is much
more dense and less willing to elastically deform. The foam core composite
sandwich structures had the most visually discernable damage after indentation
and the calculation confirms foam performs poorly after any damage with the
large decrease in compressive strength.
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9. CONCLUSION
The goal of this thesis is to experimentally determine the behavior of damaged
sandwich composite panels through indentation. From a variety of testing and
comparing undamaged and damaged sandwich composite structures,
mathematical and general relationships are determined.
The adhesive layer in the composite sandwich structure is important for
sustained performance after damage. The construction without an adhesive layer
saw a much greater drop in performance after any level of indentation than the
construction with an adhesive layer. In both bending and compression,
specimens with an adhesive layer bonding the face sheet to the core retained
greater overall performance and lower degradation of stiffness, ultimate strength
than specimens without adhesive.
Composite sandwich structures with less face sheet material have greater
resistance to damage. The lower stiffness of the face sheet allows the composite
sandwich structure to flex and deform more before experiencing cracking and
plastic deformation. This means in cases where lower total strength is required, a
structure with adequate face sheet material as opposed to over built face sheet
material will not only be lighter and cheaper, but also perform better after
damage.
Foam core material is less elastic than honeycomb core, and thus indentation
causes more damage and greater decrease in performance, specifically ultimate
compressive strength.
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Indentations on the bag side of the composite sandwich structure caused much
greater decrease in performance than the mold side. The smooth side of a
composite sandwich structure can withstand indentation and damage much
better than the side with some texture from vacuum bagging material.
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10. FUTURE WORK
In this thesis, composite sandwich structures were manufactured and tested.
Modelling damaged composite structures is not well understood and there is a
lack of documentation on predicting behavior. Because of this, an empirical
approach was taken in this thesis to determine patterns in performance and
examine typical behavior.
With the scope of damage examined in this thesis, there is a repeatable
relationship present in sandwich composite structures. One of the goals of this
thesis was to determine if performance is erratic after a sandwich composite
structure experiences some level of damage. There was greater standard of
deviation in the post-indentation trials, up to 17%, but similar general trends that
could be modelled. Using empirical data to develop a modeling procedure and
finite element model to simulate performance after damage would be the next
step.
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